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Letter or Email Response: 
Re Draft Local Plan I am deeply upset to learn that Jessel Green and other spaces in Loughton are in this plan. It is 
wrong for so many reasons. These greens have been a playground and source of enjoyment for the community ever 
since the Debden estate was built and dates back well before the twenty plus years I have lived here. Generations of 
residents love these places if only for some people just to look at instead of all the surrounding houses. Many people 
use these greens for exercise for themselves and their children and to take them away will be despicable. I always get 
so much pleasure on snowy days in winter when Jessel Green is over run with families having free entertainment sliding 
down the hill on sledges and anything else they can find. What a great opportunity to get children away from their 
computers and tablets and have a lovely time getting worn out. Loughton is crowded enough now. Traffic is awful when 
it is busy. The tube is full before it gets to Leytonstone. Extra people i n Loughton, Theydon, Epping and Buckhurst Hill 
will make it much worse. Support is being cut for the 167 which is vital to Debden and you want to put more people 
here. Completely the opposite to what is needed. More busses are needed If you want to reduce traffic not less. Local 
services are already stretched. You cannot get an appointment with the Doctor for a week or more. If you can't get it 
right now I don't believe you will in future? The news of this plan has made me very angry at the District Council and 
sad that anyone thought about more buildings and more people here. It is badly thought out, is often against the 
principals if pretends to adhere to and will completely spoil everything about Loughton. It defies common sense in 
almost all aspects and I reject it completely.    
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